
How to Maximize the Antioxidant Power of Your Water
Congratulations on deciding to improve your health and energy with our Turapür water ionizer.

In order to maintain your filter’s ability to produce free hydrogen and water that acts as a powerful 
antioxidant, you must clean your filter regularly.

How to Maximize the Performance of Your Filter

• Your filter cleans, alkalizes, and adds hydrogen to the water

• You don’t have to do anything about the cleaning and alkalizing functions

•  You can have a major impact on the ability of your filter to produce molecular hydrogen 
by cleaning your filter 

•  The more often you clean your filter, the better it will perform, but once per month is a 
good minimum.

How to Clean Your Filter

1. You do NOT have to unplug your Turapür from your faucet

2.  Grab the unit with both hands as shown in Figure 1

3.  Twist the housing in a counterclockwise direction until it 
loosens

4. When untwisting, place your hand around the base of the 
spout for leverage, but do not pull on the spout itself. Pulling 
directly on the spout might cause it to break off.

5.  Remove the housing while being mindful of the filter top-
pling over

6.  Water spilling out is normal

7.  Place the housing upside down on your countertop, and place 
the filter inside, with the red/white portion on the bottom. 
You now have a nifty container for the cleaning (Figure 2)

8. Pour a solution of 4 ounces of vinegar (5% acetic acid) and 
4 ounces of water into the housing

9.  Wait 5–10 minutes

10. Reassemble your Turapür with the red/white portion of the 
filter facing down. Make sure the rubber washer is in place in 
the groove inside the housing or else your Turapür will leak

11.  Run a few seconds of water through the newly cleaned 
Turapür to rinse away any trace of the vinegar taste or smell 
(you may require more or less rinsing)

12.  Wash your filter with vinegar at least once per month.  
This will maintain its ability to produce free hydrogen.
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